
Model Question Paper  2021-22 
Class 10 

Music Instrument 
Time 3h15min          MM 70 

Note –First 15 minutes are allotted for the candidates to read the question  
            paper. 
Instructions - All questions are compulsory. 

GROUP A 

1- Choose the right options of these questions:   2+2+2+2+2=10 
A- How many Matras are there in Teentaal. 

a. 16 b. 12 
c. 10 d. 15 

B- On which beat of the Taal sum(×) symbol is applied. 

a.  16 b.     12 
c.  10           d.    15 

C- How manu matras are there in Taal Kaherwa? 
a. 16 b. 12 
c. 10 d. 15 

D- The sign of SUM in Bhatkhande Paddhati is  
a. × b.    0 
c. 3 d. None of these 

E- How many Vibhag’s are there in Teen Tall 
a. 2 b.       4 
c. 3 d. 5 

e. Write short notes of any four of these words giving example. 

2.5+2.5+2.5+2.5=10 

Varn, Peshkara, Tukda, Sum, Tihai, Saptak, Murki, Vivadi, Ghaseet, Jhala. 

2. Write the description of any taal from your syllabus with the laykari of 
Thaah and dugun.         10 

or 
Write the description/introduction of any Raag of your syllabus, giving two 
Toda’s of Razakhani gat in that Raag. 

GROUP B 



Match the following          10 

A      B 
a. Avnadya Vadya   Manjeera 
b. Tantra Vadya    Dugun 
c. Sushir Vadya    Damru 
d. Sarangi     Shahenai 
e. Two in a one beat   Sarangi 

5- Write the biography of Tansen or Vishnu Diagmber paluskar with his 
contribution in music.          10 

6-What is Vaadi, Samvaadi, Vivadi and anuvaadi swar?    10 

or 

Which are the taal’s of Bund bol and Khule bole in your course? Write down the 
theka of any five taals out of them. 

or 

Compare any two Talas having equal matras of your course. 

7-Write an essay on any one of the following      10 

a- Utility of Internet in the field of Music. 
b- Importance of Practice in Music. 
c- The biography of your favourite artist with his/her achievements. 
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